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Success of Today’s Internet
Today’s Internet can be primarily characterized by its 
success as a (human-centric, content-oriented) 
information delivery platform 
 Web access, search engine, e-commerce, social networking, 
multimedia (music/video) streaming, cloud storage, …
– users search for and interact with websites (or “content”), 
or with other users; 
– users consume or generate information
– static vs. dynamic content
 Rise of web (and HTTP) – coupled with emergence of mobile 
technologies – led to cloud computing and CDNs
– Huge data centers with massive compute and storage 
capacities to store information, process user requests and 
generate content they desire
– CDNs with geographically distributed edge servers to 
“scale out” and facilitate “speedier” information delivery 
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• Most of massive data come from/enabled by web services: 
images, videos, e-commerce, social networks, …
• Data produced & curated for human-centric applications 
• Systems and network te hnologies ar  d veloped to 
support such applications, e.g., cloud computing & CDNs
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 From networking perspective, multiple major entities 
involved!
– content providers (CPs), content distribution networks 
(CDNs), ISPs and of course, end systems & users
5G (& Beyond 5G), IoT and Huge Data
5G is touted to usher in a new era of Internet of Things 
!
from inter-connections of human users (w/ content) to 
inter-connections of “things” (i.e., “IoT”)
 integrating physical world w/ cyberspace
 creating various (smart) cyber-physical systems (CPS)
5G (& Beyond 5G), IoT and Huge Data
• “Huge” data generated by 
billions of diverse “things” 
• Analyzed, consumed & used 
to automatically control & 
manipulate “things”
• Need new ways to architect 
networks/systems
• Briefly, our commercial  5G 
measurement study 
• Implications & concluding remarks
Future Internet: from human-centric to “things”-centric
Commercial 5G Measurement Study
 Verizon deployed 1st commercial (mmWave) 5G in US in downtown 
Minneapolis & Chicago -- Non-standalone (only 5G-NR), core 4G LTE
5G-NR
panel
Minneapolis Downtown East Chicago Downtown
 We have conducted a first large-scale measurement of commercial 
5G services (Verizon, T-Mobile & Sprint) in several cities of US
Commercial 5G Measurement Study
• We have conducted a first large-scale measurement of commercial 
5G services (Verizon, T-Mobile & Sprint) in several cities of US
• Various in-the-field measurements & experiments over several months 
since last May, consumed 15TB 5G data & collected 100s of GB data 
Won’t be able to talk about the results [see our 2020 web conf (formerly  
WWW’20) paper/online talk next week]
Main Take-Aways
 Yes, (mmWave) 5G has the potential to support exciting new (e.g., 
data/bandwidth-intensive) applications & services 
• up to 2 Gbps per device, but bw can fluctuate wildly over time/space 
• need smart “data-driven” control & management to better support apps
 Enormous implications on networking/edge computing for supporting 
huge data applications: a lot of new challenges
• existing cloud-based data & network infrastructures inadequate
• e.g., most data must be processed & consumed locally at edge 
 Hyper-converged global networking, compute & storage 
infrastructure!
software-defined, programmable infrastructure
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Network  is the Cloud! and  Network  is a “giant” computer!
Networking for Huge Data 
Hyper-converged global networking, compute & storage 
infrastructure
Thank You!
